
Our Dynamic Bioregion
Welcome to the Prince William Sound 
and North Gulf of Alaska bioregion. 
You are in one of the most diverse 
and dynamic mixes of ocean and 
terrestrial environments to be found 
on earth. This is where the earth’s 
Pacific oceanic plate dives under 
the continental plate. In 1964 this 
geological process resulted in the 
second largest earthquake ever 
recorded on earth, raising some 
areas on Montague Island over 30 
feet. This activity has created one of 
the tallest coastal mountain ranges 
in the world. Of the 20 tallest 
mountains in North America, 
16 are found in the Wrangell-St. 
Elias range; including 18,808-foot 
Mount St. Elias. Volcanism and 
glaciation have shaped the region 
and, in our upper watershed, 
Mount Wrangell is still considered 
an active volcano. The coastal area 
is a rain forest and, in some areas, 
we get almost 200 inches of rain 
a year.
On the far eastern edge of our 

region, the 120-mile-long Bering 
Glacier, North America’s largest, 
covers 3,230 square miles. On the 
western edge of the region, Prince 
William Sound has over 20 glaciers 
that end at water’s edge, and many 
more cling to steep mountains. 
Between the Bering Glacier and 
Prince William Sound is the Copper 
River Delta. Designated a Critical 
Habitat Area, the 700,000-acre 
wetland complex is a critical stop for 
millions of migratory birds on the 
Pacific Flyway.  

The Copper River watershed covers over 
22,000 square miles. Beginning on 14,163-
foot Mount Wrangell, the river is almost 
300 miles long and is fed by 10 other 
rivers, each over 40 miles long, along with 
scores of smaller streams. Along the way, 
five major glaciers drain into the river. 
The Alaska Coastal Current mixes with 

the rivers’ nutrient-rich freshwater outflow 
and flows westward. These plankton-rich 
waters serve as a transportation corridor 
and feeding grounds for immature 
salmon, herring, and a multitude of other 
species. Water depths vary within 20 miles 
of shore, from coastal islands and shallow 
sandbars that are about 50 fathoms (300 
feet deep), and then rapidly drop off to 
over 2,200 fathoms (13,200 feet) deep.
The deep waters of the Gulf of Alaska 

and Prince William Sound, the shallow 
wetlands of the coastal areas, the rivers 
and inland lakes—these are all connected 
by water. Some of the most biologically 
productive waters on earth are found in 
the region, and their productivity is driven 
by the interactions of climate and marine 
and terrestrial environments. 
The natural world is ever-changing. 

Scientists are recording some of the 
most rapid changes in climate in over 
100,000 years. With the harvest of fish 
as our region’s main economic driver, 
it is critical that we understand how 
these changes affect the productivity 
of our rich natural systems, especially 
if we are to maintain what are now 
sustainable uses of our abundant 
marine resources. 
No one person, research team, 

university, agency, or science center 
can hope to understand the complex 

relationships and interactions between 
biological functions and earth system 
dynamics. However, understanding the 
basics will be important if we are to manage 
our resources during rapid change. Only 
through collaboration, cooperation, and 
consolidation of knowledge will we be 
successful. The following articles and 
observations are the beginnings of an 
even broader collaboration needed 
to secure our children’s future access 
to rich and productive marine and 
terrestrial environments.

RJ Kopchak
Prince William Sound Science Center
rjkopchak@pwssc.org

Welcome to the 7th edition 
of Delta Sound Connections. 
The Prince William Sound 
Science Center publishes 
this research and education 
newspaper once a year, 
free to readers, because 
we believe everyone has 
something to learn about 

our bioregion.
A couple of years ago, while waiting 

to board a flight, a young fisherman 
approached me. He was holding a copy 
of this publication.
“I’ve been working as a deckhand 

in the Sound for years, and reading 
this has opened my eyes to so many 
things I didn’t know were going on,” 
he conveyed. He was referring to all 
the research that happens “behind the 
scenes”. Even those folks who spend 

significant amounts of time traversing 
the waters of Prince William Sound 
might never encounter the scientists 
who have boots on the ground and 
boats in the water throughout the 
calendar year. I wonder if he was also 
referring to the fact that much of 
what we study can’t be witnessed from 
the surface of the water.  Rather, we 
construct understanding after making 
observations of things over time. Often, 
these things cannot be seen with the 
naked eye.
Whether you’re a resident of the 

region or a visitor, you know it is a 
place that makes lasting impressions. 
The Prince William Sound Science 
Center has been working for over 25 
years to advance the understanding 
and sustainable use of the incredible 

ecosystems in the Northern Gulf of 
Alaska region through research and 
education. With this paper in hand, 
you’ll have an opportunity to read about 
how everything’s connected—from the 
ecosystem elements, to the diverse 
projects that we and our partners in 
the region pursue year-round, to the 
education programs that give folks the 
chance to get personally involved. If 
you, like that deckhand, have learned 
something new from Delta Sound 
Connections, please consider becoming 
a member of the Science Center. It’s one 
of many ways you can stay connected to 
this great place—home of the world’s 
richest waters.

Opening Our Eyes
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Snap a quick photo showing us 
where you are reading your copy 

of Delta Sound Connections. 
Post your photo on our Facebook 

wall and tell us your favorite 
article in this issue for a chance to

win a prize! Winners selected 
10/1/2015 and 3/1/2016.

SNAP TO WIN!
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“Where cultures meet” is the 
opening title greeting visitors 
to Cordova’s Historical 
Museum. It emphasizes the 
geographic crossroads this 
region has long represented. 
In centuries past, Tlingits 
met Ahtna and Eyak near 
Cordova, and all of them 
interacted with peoples of the 
Chugachmiut culture before 
the Russians, Spaniards, and 
other explorers arrived in the 
18th and 19th centuries.
The Cordova Museum 

highlights the links among 
these peoples and also 
shares the region’s histories 
of commercial fisheries, 
railways, mining, and other 
businesses. One of the many 
museum treasures is the Cape 
St. Elias lighthouse lens, a 
third order Fresnel lens that 
is over 100 years old.
This year, our 40-year-old 

museum is preparing to 
move into new, expanded 

facilities in the Cordova 
Center, located in the heart 
of Cordova, overlooking 
the harbor and Orca Inlet. 
The expanded space will 
allow more objects from the 
Cordova Historical Society’s 
collection to be displayed 
and will provide space 
for researchers to access 
the many photographs, 
documents, and audio 
collections. For the first time, 
the entire collection will be 
under one roof, with excellent 
environmental controls to 
assure the collection’s long-
term preservation.
In late September 2015, 

the Cordova Historical 
Society and Museum 
is excited to host about 
200 attendees at 3-day 
annual meetings of 
the Alaska Historical 
Society (AHS) and 
Museums Alaska (MA). 
Themes for these joint 
state conferences are 
“Trade Routes and 
Crossroads in the 
North Pacific” for AHS 
and “Joining Forces: 

Museums, Communities 
and Collaborations” for MA. 
Research paper presentations 
and technical and poster 
sessions will explore these 
themes. The attendees will 
be among the first to enjoy 
the Cordova Center’s new 
meeting facilities.
For more information about 

the museum or the AHS 
and MA conferences, visit      
www.cordovamuseum.org 
and www.cordova2015.org 

Photo (top): Originally a native 
cemetery set on the shores of Eyak 
Lake, Nirvana Park became a draw 
for tourists visiting Cordova in the 
1920s and 1930s. The park was 
distinguised by its trails, interesting 
fences and bridges, statues, 
sculptures and fountains all created 
out of nature’s bounty. Courtesy 
Cordova Historical Society, 00-10-66 
OR 00-10-72.   
Photo (middle): This 1906 view 
shows a sternwheeler in Odiak 
Slough with Cordova’s Old Town and 
the Queen’s Chair mountains in the 
background.  |  Photo by E.A. Hegg, 
Courtesy Cordova Historical Society, 
86-44-26.
Photo (bottom): The Cordova Center, 
a community inspired development 
opening in the summer of 2015, 
offers expansive views of Orca Inlet. 
It will house the museum, library, 
a 206-seat theater, and some 
city offices. Courtesy Cordova 
Historical Society.

Cordova Museum Connects People and Place
Nancy Bird
Cordova Historical Museum
nancy@cordovamuseum.org
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The Community Web
Emilie Springer
University of Alaksa Fairbanks
esspringer@alaska.edu

Visualize the craft of web. 
Begin with a single knot. Loop, lash, 
and the knots form a mesh. 
Meshes become a sheet.
Web is hitched to lines, corks, 
and leads with fast, steady hands 
working with memory, years for 
practice. Measures by instinct.
They align it; quick, tight, and just 
right. Memories weave carefully. 
The net must function as a whole.  

Each knot, each vessel, each square 
holds the rest of it together.
Know how to mend, repair, patch— 
reconstruction never ceases.
Sometimes quick—
In working time the meshes slide 
over a rock or catch a sharp hitch on 
the deck;
Gets caught in the propeller or 
tangled with a vessel too close.  
A sea lion finds a salmon to steal and 
twists his way in the waving trap; 
Sometimes slow—
Dark months of insulated Xtratufs 
on concrete;
Share needles with friends like 
simple conversation. 
Hitch, stitch. 
Let us not forget.  The net must 
function as a whole.

Each person is a knot bound in the 
community web. 
Corks for air and luck; lead for 
balance and wisdom.
Cordova; keep fishing and mending 
and testing and moving.  
The net must function as a whole. 

Exploration, critical thinking activities, playing zany 
games with a purpose, and more abound each month with 
Prince William Sound Science Center education staff and the 
fourth through sixth grade students at Mt. Eccles Elementary 
School in Cordova.  Students spend the school year learning 
about the local and statewide ecosystems and why they are 
important. They investigate how little changes in water 
quality or big changes like oil spills can affect natural systems. 
Each grade has a specific focus, using classroom and 

field programs. Fourth grade students spend their year 
discovering the world of salmon. They learn about the life 
cycle and anatomy of salmon and, with water quality testing 
equipment, see the differences between their freshwater and 
ocean habitats. Field excursions include trips to Eyak Lake 
for “critter catching,” water quality testing, and exploration.
Fifth grade students learn about ocean properties and 

Pacific herring. Throughout the school year, they monitor 
ocean temperatures, dissolved oxygen levels, pH, salinity, 
nitrates, phosphates, ammonia, and iron. 

After learning about herring and performing a dissection, 
they conduct ocean acidification experiments that highlight 
how changes can affect herring habitat. 
Sixth grade students study arctic and subarctic ecosystems, 

water properties, how oil can affect these systems, and 
possible ways to clean up after an oil or chemical spill. The 
end of the school year is capped by the Remotely Operated 
Vehicle (ROV) Challenge. Students build functioning ROVs 
and test them at the local pool in a mock oil spill cleanup.
These programs are made possible through a variety of 

sources, including the Oil Spill Recovery Institute and Prince 
William Sound Regional Citizens’ Advisory Council.

Learning About Ecosystem 
Connections

Cara Goodwin
Prince William Sound Science Center
cgoodwin@pwssc.org

Photo (top left): Fourth grade students watch a salmon dissection.
Photo (top right): A fifth grade student lowers a Hydrolab into the water to 
measure dissolved oxygen, salinity, temperature, salinity, and pH. |  Photos 
credit: PWSSC.
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The Cordova Small Boat Harbor is the 
heart of our town. 
It is home to over 720 fishing and 

recreational vessels that are directly 
connected to Cordova’s economy and 
livelihood. It is a valuable resource, and 
our community deserves a healthy harbor 
to be proud of. The waters of Prince 
William Sound, the Copper River, and 
Gulf of Alaska support abundant fisheries 
that supply food for the people of Cordova, 
Alaska, and the rest of the world.
There are countless birds, sea otters, 

harbor seals, and juvenile fish that live 
and forage in the Small Boat Harbor. 

Contamination of these waters can 
seriously harm the fish and other marine 
life, which has a direct impact on our 
fishing industry. Keeping our waters 
clean is an investment in our future and 
helps ensure our renewable resources stay 
productive for generations to come. 
Pollution comes into the Cordova harbor 

from many point and nonpoint sources. 
Point sources include improper storage, 
transfer, and disposal of petroleum 
products and hazardous chemicals such as 
fuel, used oil, antifreeze, cleaners, solvents 
and paints. It also includes food and 
litter that is blown or thrown overboard, 
and human or animal waste. Nonpoint 
sources of pollution include contaminated 
stormwater, sediment, and snow storage 
runoff, as well as garbage from dumpsters, 
spread by wind and birds.  

Almost all litter and petroleum spills in 
town get washed into the harbor whenever 
it rains. These sources of pollution are all 
connected to harbor health and create 
unknown risks to the people, fish, and 
wildlife that use the Cordova harbor. The 
Native Village of Eyak, the City of Cordova, 

and many local partners are working hard 
to improve the harbor’s water quality by 
improving existing services and through 
outreach and education. This project has 
been funded by the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill 
Trustee Council.  

Harbor Health
Ivy Patton
Native Village of Eyak
ivy.patton@eyak-nsn.gov

Photo (above): Sunset on Mt. Eyak and the Cordova boat harbor. 

Federal Subsistence Opportunities Milo Burcham
USFS Chugach National Forest
mburcham@fs.fed.us

Rural residents of Alaska are entitled to a priority for 
the harvest of fish and wildlife. Title VIII of the Alaska 
National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) 
guarantees the “continuation of the opportunity 
for subsistence uses by rural residents of Alaska…
on the public lands.”  In Prince William Sound and 
on the Copper River Delta, this translates to special 
opportunities for hunting and fishing.
For instance, residents of Cordova qualify for the 

federal subsistence moose hunt in Unit 6C. Only 
Cordova residents can apply for the permits, which 
are issued through a random drawing. This year, over 
1,000 Cordova residents applied for the 71 available 
moose permits. Similarly, only residents of Cordova, 
Tatitlek, Chenega Bay, and Whittier qualify for a 
total quota of 17 mountain goat permits, which are 
distributed throughout seven hunt areas in Prince 
William Sound.
Similar opportunities for permits exist for other 

wildlife and for fishing. Additional  information is 
available on the Office of Subsistence Management 
website (doi.gov/subsistence/osm/index.cfm) or stop 
by the Cordova office of the US Forest Service and pick 
up a copy of the federal subsistence hunting or fishing 
regulations. Be aware that the term “subsistence” is 
widely used, and that subsistence opportunities for 

halibut, salmon, marine mammals, and migratory 
waterfowl are available through other state and 
federal agencies.

Photo (left): A moose forages on the Delta. 
Photo (above): Rural residents of Cordova rely on deer-hunting 
opportunities for subsistence.  |  Photos by Milo Burcham.

Getting Better All The Time David Janka
Auklet Charter Services
info@auklet.com

Connections—this may sound simple enough, but, 
in reality, it can be a slow, hard sell. Consider climate 
change. It’s easy for some to understand the science 
showing the impacts that human activities have had 
on the world, but other people are unable to make 
the connections. Or remove a key species from a 
natural system and reverberations are felt both up 
and down the food web. Enhance a single species to 
beyond the capacity of a system and problems occur. 
Nonetheless,  we continue to alter entire ecosystems 
through extraction, heavy-handed management, and 
our polluting ways. 

Fortunately, improvements are being made. Decades 
ago, it was surprising and, at times, frustrating to 
see how one species’ relationship to another was so 
poorly understood—or how one research group had 
no idea what another was studying. It even took the 
Exxon Valdez oil spill to get the public as well as the 
scientific community to see the connection between 
healthy upland and marine environments. There are 
probably still researchers who may be doing studies of 
a particular plant or animal species yet know nothing 
of its food potential, medicinal uses, or relationship to 
surrounding species. 

Improvements have been and are continuing to be 
made. The Prince William Sound Science Center’s 
Sound Ecosystem Assessment project, their extensive 
involvement in Gulf Watch Alaska, and the work of 
the Copper River Watershed Project are locally based 
examples of sharing and pulling together a variety of 
disciplines in order to achieve a fuller understanding 
of the world we live and work in. There has been too 
much emphasis on specialization. Too many people 
see only trees and not the forest.  It’s time to take off 
the blinders and take a good look around. 

Photo (bottom left): Copper River Delta.
Photo (bottom middle): Harriman Glacier, Prince William Sound.  
Photo (bottom right): Port Nellie Juan.  |  Photos by Dave Janka.
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The mostly unnoticed and often 
unintentional introduction of invasive 
species can have negative effects on 
entire ecosystems. In the Copper River 
watershed and Prince William Sound, 
curbing the damage caused by these 
invaders is essential to maintaining a 
healthy environment.
Invasive plants, in particular, threaten to 

break ecological links by outcompeting 
and replacing native species. They can 
degrade established aquatic and terrestrial 
habitats, altering the amounts of food 
that are available to grazing and browsing 
birds and other animals. To stop this from 

happening, both active management 
practices and preventative measures are 
equally important.
The Copper River Watershed Project 

and partners from the Copper Basin and 
Cordova Cooperative Weed Management 
Areas lead an invasive plant program 
targeting high priority species. Methods 
used to control existing infestations 
include mechanical and physical methods 
(digging, pulling, removing seed heads, 
and tarping) and chemical methods (e.g. 
herbicides). Ongoing education and 
outreach also help to communicate the 
potential impacts of invasive plants and 
hone people’s skills to identify and report 
invasive animals and plants.
Together, they remind us that, when it 

comes to controlling invasives, prevention 
is far better than any cure.

For more information, including details 
on high priority species, visit www.
copperriver.org/programs/invasive-
plant-management or contact danielle@
copperriver.org, (907) 424-3334.

Keeping Invaders at Bay
Danielle Verna
Copper River Watershed Project
danielle@copperriver.org

Photo (top left): In July 2014, an isolated patch of 
white sweetclover was found alongside the Tazlina 
River, a major tributary of the Copper River. These 
plants were immediately pulled. The area was 
later surveyed for regrowth in an effort to prevent 
further spread along the river bank.
Photo (top right): A tall stand of invasive reed 
canarygrass infests Odiak Pond in the center of 
Cordova. Several test plots were created in Odiak 
Pond to determine the most effective method 
for treating this invasive plant in an aquatic 
environment.  |  Photos by Danielle Verna.

A Close Look at Culverts Kate Morse
Copper River Watershed Project
kate@copperriver.org

Because stream gaging of the 
Gulf of Alaska watershed has 
been incomplete, the freshwater 
discharge into the Gulf has not 
been well known. The difficulty 
in gaging stems primarily 
from the complex and remote 
terrain of this watershed. Small, 
watersheds close to the coast that 
receive extreme precipitation 
produce far more runoff than 
do larger interior rivers. Recent 
modeling and observational 
efforts have shed considerable 
light on the hydrological budget—
the precipitation, snowmelt, 
ice-melt, evapotranspiration, 
runoff—of the region. These 
models allow for the prediction of 
streamflow anywhere, anytime.
 These hydrological models 

are now being validated against 
remotely sensed gravimetric data 

from the Gravity Recovery and 
Climate Experiment (GRACE) 
satellite missions with great 
success. These satellites measure 
the slight changes in local gravity 
associated with, among other 
processes, the accumulation and 
loss of water in the Gulf of Alaska 
watershed. Recently published in 
the Journal of Geophysical Research, 
this ongoing work highlights 
the vast potential of satellites for 
the purposes of water resources 
monitoring in Alaska.

Photo (left): Undersized culverts not only affect 
fish passage but can create significant issues for 
roadways.  These culverts run under the McCarthy 
Road on Cyrstal Creek, a  stream supporting 
rainbow trout and coho salmon. |  Photo credit: 
Kirsti Jurica.
Photo (below): Data and pictures of the culverts 
in the Copper River watershed can be viewed 
online, using CRWP’s mapping tool.  | Photo 
credit: CRWP. Why did the salmon cross the road? 

To swim to their spawning grounds is 
the more obvious response. In our first 
introduction to salmon,  we are taught 
about their remarkable life cycle that 
finds them returning to the very stream 
from which they hatched years before.  
Juvenile salmon, or fry, also try to 

cross the road in search of food and 
shelter. Depending on the salmon 
species, they will spend up to four 
years moving between lakes, ponds, 

wetlands, and streams before entering 
the ocean ecosystem.
So how do salmon cross the road? 

They swim under bridges in some 
places, and through culverts in others. 
Unfortunately, undersized and/or 
failed culverts can impede the passage 
of adult and juvenile salmon alike. 
Because culvert replacement 

projects are expensive and logistically 
challenging, the Copper River 
Watershed Project and its partners 
have worked to survey the habitat 
associated with the almost 300 culverts 
in our watershed. As part of this effort, 
they’ve calculate a point score for fish 
habitat and the culvert at each crossing.  
With these scores, we can identify the 
worst-functioning culverts associated 
with the highest quality fish habitat and 
prioritize fish passage improvement 
projects with the greatest benefit to 
fish habitat, using limited construction 
funding more efficiently. 

For more information, visit www.
copperriver.org/programs/fish-habitat-
restoration/culverts or contact kate@
copperriver.org, (907) 424-3334.

Freshwater Runoff

ALASKA CANADA

COPPER RIVER
WATERSHED

Although “Copper River” is the 
name that garners such high 
excitement and raises market 
prices each spring, it’s the Copper’s 
tributaries—the Klutina, Gulkana, 
Tazlina,  Tonsina, and Chitina 
rivers—and the lakes on the 
Copper River Delta that make our 
watershed so rich in spawning 
habitat for this intact river system.
 “Watershed” isn’t a word that 

usually comes up in everyday 
conversation. We use the 
word in our name, the Copper 
River Watershed Project, as a 
geographic definition. A watershed 
encompasses all the area—
including the land, soil, rocks, ice, 
plants, animals, and all the people 
and things we’ve built—that drains 
water to a river, a lake, or the ocean.

The
Copper River 
Watershed

Kristin Carpenter 
Copper River

Watershed Project
kristin@copperriver.org

David F. Hill (Oregon State University) and
Anthony Arendt (University of Alaska Fairbanks)
david.hill@oregonstate.edu
arendta@gi.alaska.edu

Figure (right): Monthly changes in the 
stored water (dS/dt) volume in the Gulf of 
Alaska watershed. GRACE data are in gray 
and the modeled water balance data are 
in blue.
Photo (far right): Typical river delta in the 
Gulf of Alaska.  |  Photo by Evan Burgess.

The Copper River watershed covers 
26,500 square miles of varied habitat 

and is a sanctuary for a biologically 
diverse web of species. The Copper 

River Watershed Project is dedicated 
to ensuring the continued integrity of 
this uniquely rich and complex natural 

system while fostering the health of the 
region’s salmon-based communities, 

economies and cultures.

See pages 10-11 for detailed map.
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The Copper River Delta’s moose herd is an important 
local resource. As other moose populations are in 
decline, the Native Village of Eyak (NVE) is working 
to ensure that the Delta’s herd is strong, healthy, 
and resilient enough to maintain itself. Whether the 
moose herd is sustainable is in question because of the 
herd’s history, coupled with some recent observations.
Moose were introduced on the Copper River Delta 

in the late 1940s and early 1950s—a time when the 
scientists  Watson and Crick were just discovering 
the structure of DNA. Likely one bull, and very few 
cows founded this population. The small number 
of founders indicates the possibility of low genetic 
diversity within the herd. The herd has shown some 
genetic anomalies in recent times, including reduced 
bull size and antler asymmetry.
It has been determined that antler asymmetry occurs 

from retained pedicle bone after antler shedding 
affecting the next year’s antler growth. The cause 

could be from a mineral imbalance or a genetic one. 
Dietary work has been inconclusive, and genetics 
have yet to be studied but soon will be.
NVE is collecting moose tissue samples from 

harvested animals on the Copper River Delta. The 
samples will be analyzed by the Epps Wildlife Genetics 
Laboratory at Oregon State University and compared 
to samples collected from neighboring herds in 
Yakutat and the Copper River Basin. These herds are 
assumed to be genetically and geographically isolated 
from the Copper River Delta herd.
With these data, NVE will determine if the genetic 

diversity of the Copper River Delta moose herd 
is comparable to its two closest neighbors. If it 
isn’t, a strategy to supplement this diversity will be 
developed. This study will also determine if the herds 
are indeed genetically isolated or interbreeding. 
NVE is partnering with Oregon State University, the 
Yakutat Tlingit Tribe, and the Copper River-Ahtna 

Inter-Tribal Resource Conservation District. The 
project is funded by a US Fish and Wildlife Service 
Tribal Wildlife Grant.

Genetics of Delta Moose John Whissel
Native Village of Eyak
john.whissel@eyak-nsn.gov

Photo (above): Hollis Heinrich, the local postmaster, was the 
spark plug behind the moose introduction program and kept the 
moose in the grassy front yard of the post office. Heinrich also 
volunteered as nursemaid for the gangly-legged baby moose 
calves.  |  Photo courtesy of the Cordova Historical Society.

Elodea is a genus of freshwater aquatic 
plants that are considered invasive in the 
State of Alaska. The first record of Elodea 
was from Eyak Lake in Cordova, collected 
in 1982. It has since been found in several 
locations across the state and has rapidly 
grown to be a statewide priority. Recent 
surveys across the Chugach National Forest 
have found Elodea to be widespread in lakes, 
ponds, and sloughs across the Copper River 
Delta and Martin and Bering Lakes east of 
the Delta. It is believed that this plant was 
originally introduced by a home aquarist and 
has been spreading ever since on floatplanes, 
boats, and other contaminated gear.
Where it becomes established, Elodea can 

out-compete native aquatic plants, and this 
can alter aquatic habitat. Elodea grows so 
densely that it can impact boat and floatplane 
travel. The US Forest Service is currently 
assessing the full extent of this plant across 
the Delta and its impacts to fish and other 
aquatic species. Efforts are underway to 
increase awareness of this invasive species 
and to help people prevent its spread. For 
more information on Elodea in the Cordova 
area, visit http://copperriver.org/programs/
invasive-plant-management.

Elodea on the 
Copper River 

Delta
Kate Mohatt

USDA Forest Service
kmohatt@fs.fed.us

Photo (far left): A rake full of Elodea pulled from Martin Lake during 
the 2014 surveys. 
Photo (left): A dense patch of Elodea growing near the Martin Lake 
cabin.  |  Photos by Kate Mohatt

Loons and Grebes
¨ Common loon (tullek)
¨ Red-throated loon
¨ Pacific loon (s)
¨ Yellow-billed loon (s,u)
¨ Horned grebe
¨ Red-necked grebe

Shearwaters and Petrels
¨ Fork-tailed storm-petrel
¨ Sooty shearwater (u)

Cormorants (agayuq)
¨ Pelagic cormorant
¨ Double-crested cormorant

Herons
¨ Great blue heron

Waterfowl
¨ Surf scoter (unanirrllat saqulet)
¨ White-winged scoter
¨ Long-tailed duck
¨ Barrow’s goldeneye
¨ Common goldeneye (qatert’snat)
¨ Bufflehead
¨ Harlequin duck
¨ Mallard (ungusaq)
¨ Canada goose (temngiaq)
¨ Common merganser (paiq)
¨ Red-breasted merganser

Shorebirds
¨ Black oystercatcher
¨ Semipalmated plover
¨ Least sandpiper
¨ Yellowlegs (lesser and greater)
¨ Red-necked phalarope (s)
¨ Surfbird (s)
¨ Black turnstone (s)
¨ Dunlin (s)

¨ Western sandpiper (s) 

Gulls/Terns (sea gull = naruyaq)
¨ Glaucous-winged gull
¨ Herring gull
¨ Mew gull
¨ Bonaparte’s gull (s)
¨ Black-legged kittiwake
¨ Parasitic jaeger
¨ Pomarine jaeger
¨ Arctic tern (s) (nerusiculiq)
¨ Aleutian tern (s,u)

Seabirds
¨ Tufted puffin (s) (ngaqngaq)
¨ Horned puffin (s) (ngaqngaq)
¨ Marbled murrelet
¨ Kittlitz’s murrelet (u)
¨ Parakeet auklet (u)
¨ Pigeon guillemot
¨ Common murre

Raptors
¨ Bald eagle (kuckalaq)
¨ Peregrine falcon

Hummingbirds
¨ Rufous hummingbird (s)

Kingfishers
¨ Belted kingfisher

Passerines
¨ Tree swallow
¨ Violet green swallow
¨ Bank swallow
¨ Winter wren
¨ Common raven
¨ Northwestern crow
¨ Black-billed magpie
¨ Steller’s jay

¨ Chestnut-backed chickadee
¨ Hermit thrush
¨ Varied thrush
¨ American robin
¨ Wilson’s warbler
¨ Orange-crowned warbler
¨ Song sparrow
¨ Fox sparrow
¨ Savannah sparrow

Mammals 
¨ Humpback whale (qulamaq)
¨ Minke whale (qulamaq)
¨ Dall’s porpoise (mangtak)
¨ Black bear
¨ Land otter (kep’arkaq)
¨ Marmot
¨ Mink 
¨ Weasel

□ n   Killer whale (arlluk)□ n Steller sea lion (wiinaq)□ n  Sea otter (ikaamaq)□ n  Harbor seal (qaigyaq)□ n  Harbor porpoise (mangaq)□ n  Sitka black-tailed deer (pekaaq)□ n  Brown bear (laq-laq)□ n  Mountain goat (sepaaq)□ n  Beaver (shniq)□ n  Moose (tunturpak)

BIG 10?
Can you 
spot the

Bird and Wildlife Checklist
Recommended bird/mammal guide: Sibley’s Field Guide to Birds of Western North America by David Allen Sibley and the Guide to 
Marine  Mammals of Alaska by Kate Wynne. List compiled by the Prince William Sound Chapter of the Audubon Society.   
u - uncommon  |  s - seasonal 

Sugcestun/Alutiiq language words (following 
English names) provided by the Chugachmuit 
Heritage Preservation Project.  For more 
information on the Sugpiaq (Alutiiq) people 
and their language, visit www.chugachmiut.org.  
To learn more about the Eyak language of the 
region, visit: http://dscgo.info/eyakwords
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Cordova residents are familiar 
with the European black slug, Arion 
ater. These large, up to seven-inch 
intruders have defoliated gardens 
and marred sidewalks there for 
30 years. However, now they 
increasingly appear in western 
Prince William Sound. The slugs 
have been found in Eshamy Bay, 
Unakwik Inlet, Chenega Bay, and 
Whittier. Outside of Cordova, 
highest numbers are found along 
northeast Eshamy Bay. A 2006 
Alaska Natural Heritage Program 
risk assessment for the Copper 
River Delta rated the slugs high for 
spread and establishment potential, 
driving concerns about the new 
sightings. Chugach National 
Forest biologists are identifying 

the extent of populations outside 
the Cordova area. In 2014, they 
worked with Alaska Geographic 
youth on population transects 
at Eshamy, partly funded by the 
Prince William Sound Resources 
Advisory Committee. The work 
will continue this summer, to  
determine population sizes, thus 
helping researchers in choosing  
the best methods for removing the 
non-native slugs.
Slugs are easily concealed on 

all sorts of equipment stored in 
yards. Boaters and others should 
clean gear before traveling the 
Sound, especially from areas with 
slugs. Please report sightings of 
Arion ater to Chugach National 
Forest biologist Erin Cooper at 
(907) 424-4757.
“If you find them, burning is 

the best response,” says Cooper. 
“Stepping on them may actually 
spread eggs to other areas.”

Black Slugs Move West
Tim Lydon
USDA Forest Service
tlydon@fs.fed.us

Photo (above): These European black slugs were collected at Eshamy Bay in July 2014.  
|  Photo credit: US Forest Service.

How would you analyze an area’s 
wilderness character? How would you 
even define the term?
Chugach National Forest (CNF) 

officials face these questions for the 
Nellie Juan-College Fjord Wilderness 
Study Area in western Prince William 
Sound. Designated by Congress in 1980, 
the 2.1 million-acre area encompasses 
much of the land around popular places 
such as Columbia Bay, Knight Island, 
Harriman Fjord, and Port Bainbridge. 
Management direction is to preserve the 
area’s wilderness character.
The term “wilderness character” comes 

from the federal Wilderness Act of 1964 
and appears in the Alaska National 
Interest Lands Conservation Act. The 
US Forest Service and other federal 

agencies define it to include a suite 
of biophysical and social conditions, 
ranging from natural vegetation to 
opportunities for solitude.
CNF is using nationally developed 

protocols to begin defining wilderness 
character trends in the western Sound. 
Its interdisciplinary approach uses 
existing data whenever possible, but also 
entails gathering new information. It 
includes measures for air quality, non-
native species, human developments, 
recreation site conditions, and more. 
Volunteers and partner organizations 
have aided the effort.  CNF will begin 
describing trends in 2016. These trends 
are expected to vary by location and 
will ultimately inform management 
decisions for the area.

The Wilderness Character of 
Western Prince William Sound

Tim Lydon
USDA Forest Service

tlydon@fs.fed.us

Photo (below): Within the Wilderness Study Area in western Prince William Sound, the US Forest Service is 
tasked with monitoring elements of wilderness character. |  Photo credit: US Forest Service. 

River Otters in Coastal Alaska
Adi Barocas and Merav Ben-David

Department of Zoology and Physiology, University of Wyoming
abarocas@uwyo.edu   |  bendavid@uwyo.edu

The story of river otter research in coastal 
Alaska began 25 years ago, after the Exxon 
Valdez supertanker spilled millions of 
gallons of crude oil into the waters of 
Prince William Sound. Prior to that event, 
little was known about the role river otters 
play in Alaska’s coastal ecosystems or how 
sensitive these mammals are to changes in 
the environment. When river otters were 
identified as a species of concern, intensive 
research efforts were devoted to the study 
of their biology, both in the wild and in 
captive settings. These studies revealed 
that river otters were negatively affected 
by oiling in multiple ways: their health 
and survival, their ability to reproduce, 
and their genetic diversity declined. They 
also demonstrated that, after several years, 
these animals were able to recover from oil 
spill effects.
Over the years, we learned that river 

otters form and maintain social groups 
and use specific locations (called latrines) 
along the coast to transfer information 
among group members. Encoded in their 
feces, urine, and anal gland secretions, 
this information serves an unintentional 

ecosystem function. By feeding at sea 
(largely on herring, sandlance, and salmon) 
and socializing on land, river otters fertilize 
trees and shrubs along the shore, strongly 
affecting the growth of these plants. 
Footage from cameras that we and our 

colleagues from the Alaska Department 
of Fish and Game recently deployed have 
revealed that social river otters frequently 
groom, wrestle, and play with each other. 
These behaviors are important because 
they strengthen social connections and 
facilitate group foraging of schooling fish.
We also found that river otters are 

sensitive to the conditions in their 
environment. Our long-term study, 
using DNA “fingerprinting” of feces for 
individual identification, camera trapping, 
and proximity tracking techniques for 
population monitoring, indicates that river 
otters are responding to recent changes 
in the nearshore environment. Therefore, 
continued study of these intelligent 
carnivores is especially important in view 
of the shifts in coastal Alaska caused by 
climate change.

Photo (top left): A sedated 
river otter is ready to be fit with 
a proximity tracking unit at a 
capture site in Aialik Bay, Kenai 
Fjords National Park.   
Photo (bottom left): A coastal 
river otter examines the rocks 
leading to a latrine site. Otters 
use these sites for rest and 
social activity.  |  Photos by 
NPS/Adi Barocas, 2012.   
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The ROV Challenge Cara Goodwin
Prince William Sound Science Center
cgoodwin@pwssc.org

Since 2012, high school students from across 
the state have been participating in a Remotely 
Operated Vehicle (ROV) Challenge put on by 
the Prince William Sound Science Center at the 
annual Tsunami Bowl in Seward. This year, teams 
from Unalaska, Scammon Bay, and Palmer came 
out on top, with near-perfect scores for teamwork 
and meeting the challenge objectives.
Teams worked together to construct their ROVs 

out of PVC pipe, floatation materials, and bilge 
pump motors. Each team was given an hour to 
create and build their ROV. Next, they tested 
the ROVs in a pool to see if they would be able 
to complete a series of simulated oil spill-related 
tasks—maneuvering through underwater hoops, 
retrieving beach balls and weighted loops, landing 
perfectly on a target, and other challenges.
We had a great group of volunteers from Seward, 

other organizations, and Cordova high school 
who helped implement and judge the challenge. 
The ROV Challenge was made possible through 
funding from Prince William Sound Regional 
Citizens’ Advisory Council and Alyeska Pipeline 
Service Company.

Photo (left): Teams controlling their ROVs 
to complete simulated oil spill tasks. 
Photo (top right): ROVs transport weighted 
rings to anchored pipe at the bottom of 
the pool.
Photo (bottom right): Teams work together 
to strategically place motors on their 
ROVs.  |  Photos by Jonathan Whitefield.

Crude oil tankers in Prince William Sound are using 
cleaner fuel than they were only a few years ago, 
reducing emissions of sulfur dioxide, particulate 
matter, and other air pollutants. In 2012, the sulfur 
content of the fuel was reduced to 1.0 percent or 
less and, beginning in January 2015, they are using 
fuel with no more than 0.1 percent sulfur. The U.S. 
adopted these fuel sulfur limits for large vessels from 
the International Convention for the Prevention of 
Pollution from Ships Annex VI, commonly known 
as MARPOL Annex VI. 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

estimated that tankers emitted 296 tons of sulfur 
dioxide and 68 tons of particulate matter in the 
Sound in 2002. As a result of these new limits, sulfur 
dioxide emissions from tankers are expected to drop 
to 11 tons and particulate matter to 8 tons by 2020.  
In 2015, the council will be studying this reduction 
in pollutants from the tankers that transport crude 
oil through the Sound. 

Austin Love
Prince William Sound Regional Citizens’ 
Advisory Council
austin.love@pwsrcac.org

Photo (above): The Alaskan Legend transits the Valdez 
Narrows in Prince William Sound.  |  Photo by Alan Sorum.

New Regulations 
Mean Cleaner Air

On March 23, 1989, the oil 
tanker Exxon Valdez left the 
Valdez Marine Terminal at 9:12 

p.m., bound for California with a 
full load—approximately 53 million 

gallons—of North Slope crude oil. 
The tanker Captain, Joe Hazelwood, 

was granted permission to change course 
to avoid icebergs from nearby Columbia 

Glacier. He gave orders to the Third Mate to 
maneuver the tanker to the new course and then 
retired to his quarters. For reasons that remain 
unclear, the tanker was never returned to its 
proper course. 
Just after midnight on March 24, the Exxon 

Valdez oil tanker grounded on Bligh Reef, spilling 
at least 11 million gallons of crude oil into Prince 
William Sound, the largest oil spill in U.S. waters.       
The initial response to the spill was slow, 

uncoordinated, and 
ineffective. Seas and 
winds were calm 
for three days, but 
almost no response 
equipment was 
available. 
On March 27, a 

storm blew in with 
winds up to 70mph, 
spreading the oil 
spill to the southwest 
along at least 1,400 
miles of shoreline 
(see figure, right). 
More information 

on the immediate 
and long-term 
impacts of the spill, as 
well as links to other 
oil spill resources can 
be  obtained from the 
legacy organizations 
established after the 
spill including:  

The Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council 
oversees the 1991, $900 million civil settlement for 
restoration of injured resources and services.  The 
restoration plan includes habitat protection, research 
and monitoring and direct restoration. www.evostc.
state.ak.us

The Oil Spill Recovery Institute was established by 
Congress in 1990 to focus on improved technologies 
and ecological research related to oil pollution in the 
marine environment of Arctic and Subarctic regions.  
www.pws-osri.org

The Prince William Sound Regional Citizens’ 
Advisory Council  is an independent nonprofit 
organization whose mission is to promote 
environmentally safe operation of Alyeska Pipeline’s 
Valdez Marine Terminal and associated oil tankers.  
www.pwsrcac.org

Exxon Valdez Oil Spill
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On most maps, Alaska appears to be floating, 
disconnected, in the Pacific Ocean. However, Alaska 
is integrally connected to the rest of the nation. The 
rufous hummingbird—a bird barely weighing four 
grams—is providing proof of this.
The rufous hummingbird’s traditional range extends 

from central Mexico to southcentral Alaska, with 
Prince William Sound at the extreme northern edge. 
However, researchers in the southeastern US have 
been documenting wintering populations of rufous 
hummingbirds since the 1980s. Rufous hummingbird 
migration patterns remain mysterious, and no one 
has ever documented a migratory link between the 
southeastern US and Alaska until recently.
Since 2007, the Chenega Bay Hummingbird Banding 

project has banded over 2,000 birds. Although 
returns of hummingbirds banded in previous years 

are common, only two of the returning birds have 
been caught at the Prince William Sound banding 
station. Both captures represent world long-distance 
migration records for hummingbirds. 
In January 2010, a female rufous hummingbird was 

banded in Tallahassee, Florida. She was caught the 
following June in Chenega Bay—our first documented 
link. In June 2013, another female hummingbird was 
caught that had been previously banded as a juvenile 
in August 2012, in the Fort Davis Mountains of Texas. 
This meant that the bird was born in Prince William 
Sound and, within 45 days of her fledging, flew all the 
way to the Lonestar State. She did it again in 2014, 
showing up for a band check at almost the exact 
date in June as in the previous year. August 2014 also 
gave the project its first record of an Alaska-banded 
bird—a female banded in July 2014—to be found 

dead in Steamboat Springs, Colorado the following 
August. This record suggests a cross–continental 
flight path and a stronger link to the southeast United 
States than previously thought. 

The Hummingbird Connection
Kate McLaughlin
Chenega Bay Hummingbird Banding Project
mclenvironmental@yahoo.com

Photo (above): This female rufous hummingbird flew from Chenega 
Bay to the Fort Davis Mountains in Texas—twice!   |  Photo by Kate 
McLaughlin.

The salmon run starts and, like clockwork, gulls 
appear in the hundreds.  They  perch along rooftops, 
waiting for processors to discarded salmon waste 
that will float on the ocean’s surface. Glaucous-
winged gulls are long-distance migrants that breed 
on island colonies off the coast of Alaska, moving as 
far south as Mexico during the winter. It’s a mutual 
love of salmon that brings the gulls and Cordovans 
into close contact during the summer.
Has this impacted the population biology, 

distribution and even disease ecology of glaucous-
winged gulls in town? Researchers from the Prince 
William Sound Science Center and the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT) will address this in a 

study funded 
by the North 
Pacific Research 
Board. This 
study will track 
gull chicks on 
nearby Egg Island as 
they learn to fly and 
disperse to the docks for their first feast of salmon 
discards. Following gulls from nest to rooftop will 
allow us to identify whether the birds’ movements 
are food-driven, if they co-mingle with other bird 
species, and understand the risks of pathogen 
transmission. Cordovans will play a key role in the 
study. If you spot a gull tagged with a blue leg band, 
please email nhill@mit.edu with the three digits on 
the band, along with the date and location where the 
gull was seen. 

I Know What You Tagged Last Summer...
Nichola Hill
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
nhill@mit.edu

Copper River Delta: Connected to the World Erin Cooper
USDA Forest Service
ecooper@fs.fed.us

In the spring, the Copper River Delta 
is teeming with life. Waterfowl and 
shorebirds congregate in the millions 
on the mudflats and freshwater 
wetlands. Many of these birds 
continue north to breed throughout 
Alaska, and others stay on the Delta to 
nest. These birds may travel from as 
far south as Chile and face challenges 
such as habitat loss, climate change, 
and predation during migration. 
Clearly, the conservation of migratory 
birds that travel through 

many countries relies on international 
collaboration.
 The Copper River International 

Migratory Bird Initiative (CRIMBI) 
was founded in 2001 by the US 
Forest Service (USFS) International 
Programs, USFS Alaska Region, and 
Ducks Unlimited. The group founded 
CRIMBI because they recognized 
that conserving the migratory birds 
of the Copper River Delta requires an 
international effort. CRIMBI has grown 
over the years to include other USFS 
units and now includes partners from 
the United States, Canada, Mexico, 
Colombia, Ecuador, and Panama. 

 Since its inception, CRIMBI has 
worked to bring together partners 
from areas that share migratory 
birds on the Pacific Flyway through 
collaborative projects. Over the 
years, biologists, officials, and land 
managers have visited the Copper 
River Delta and other connected sites 
along the Pacific Flyway to collaborate 
on Flyway-wide projects. 
 CRIMBI has helped develop more 

ecologically friendly shrimp farming 
practices in Mexico, supported 
conservation assessments for unique 
habitats and species, and educated 
both children and adults on the 

importance of wetlands and birds. 
These efforts are making a difference. 
Creating connections and partnerships 
on the flyway cements relationships 
and builds collaborative efforts for 
conservation. More information can 
be found on the CRIMBI Facebook 
page:http://dscgo.info/crbirds

Photo (bottom): Millions of shorebirds flock on 
the Copper River Delta, coming from as far south 
as Chile and Peru.  |  Photo by Sean Meade.
Photo (bottom left): Erin Cooper (USFS) and 
Rosabel Miro (Panama Audubon) collaborate 
on shared projects during a field trip on the 
Copper River Delta.  |  Photo credit: US 
Forest Service.

Photo (top left): Five-day-old glaucous-winged gull nestlings are 
sampled on Egg Island. Photo (top right): Blue leg bands attached to 
fledglings will provide information on dispersal movements.  |  Photos 
by Nicola Hill.
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 INCUBATION
Embryo develops within the egg, 

alevin hatch and continue to develop
within the gravel substrate.

2

REARING
 Fry emerge from the gravel

and are transferred into
the rearing ponds.

3

FERTILIZATION
Gametes are collected, 

fertilized eggs are placed 
into an incubator. 

1

THE LIFE CYCLE OF 
HATCHERY BORN, 

OCEAN-RAISED 
WILD ALASKAN SALMON

Freshwater raceway
for Sockeye, Coho

and Chinook.

4
RELEASE

Smolt are released into 
the ocean during the 

peak of the zooplankton 
bloom to feed and mature.

6
HARVEST

Upon return, the �sh are
harvested for commercial, personal, 
subsistence, sport and hatchery use 
(for cost recovery, or collected for 

brood stock for the next generation)  

Sockeye Salmon 
return mid-June at 
ages four and �ve 
(in ocean either 

two or three years).

Coho Salmon feed in 
the ocean for one year 

(and return as age three) 
in late August.

Chum Salmon 
return in early June 
between the ages 
of three and six, 
feeding in the 

ocean between 
two and �ve years.

Chinook Salmon 
return mid-June at di�erent 
ages (three to six) but they 

depart the hatchery 
at age two.

RETURN
Adults migrate back 

to the waters where they 
were released and 

return at various ages. 

5

Salt water net 
pens for Chum 
and Pink.

The spawning migration of wild 
Pacific salmon to natal streams is awe-
inspiring. The annual pulse of salmon to 
Alaska’s coast not only delivers oceanic 
nutrients to terrestrial systems that feed 
bird and bear predators; it is also the 
ecological foundation of economically 
valuable commercial fisheries. In 
Prince William Sound and Southeast 
Alaska, commercial pink salmon and 
chum salmon fisheries are augmented 
with hatchery-produced fish, resulting 
in more fish for commercial capture. 
However, not all hatchery-produced 
fish are caught in the fishery. Therefore, 
escapement or straying of hatchery 
fish into wild spawning streams is an 
important ecological repercussion 
of hatchery-based management. 

What are the levels of hatchery straying 
among pink and chum salmon? Do 
straying levels vary over time and space? 
What are the implications of straying for 
reproduction and survival of wild fish? 
The Prince William Sound and Sitka 
Sound Science Centers, under contract to 
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
(ADF&G), are tackling these questions 
in an extensive third field season. 
Field research includes an ocean test 

fishery that will sample migrating 
salmon at Hinchinbrook and Montague 
entrances to the Sound between May and 
August. Technicians will also monitor 
spawning salmon in 32 Sound and 32 
Southeast Alaska streams between July 
and September. Because all hatchery 
salmon “ear bones” (otoliths) are 
imprinted with a code specific to their 
hatchery of origin, these bones will be 
collected from sampled ocean fish and 
post-spawning stream fish to determine 
whether they are of hatchery or wild 
origin. Collection of genetic samples will 
also occur at a subset of six pink salmon 
streams in the Sound and four chum 
salmon streams in Southeast Alaska for 
a study of differential survival between 
hatchery and wild salmon. These 
studies should greatly inform regional 
salmon management and conservation.

Hatchery-Wild Interactions Among Pink and Chum Salmon

The Native Village of Eyak (NVE) Department 
of Environmental and Natural Resources strives 
to protect the subsistence harvest opportunities 
available on the Copper River, its Delta, and Prince 
William Sound. NVE’s research team has provided 
Copper River fishery managers with thirteen years of 
accurate in-river escapement estimates of Chinook 
salmon. The Copper River is a complex system 
hosting genetically distinct populations of Chinook 
salmon both within and among drainages and radio-
telemetry studies have shown considerable variations 
in stock distribution from year-to-year. Therefore, 
NVE is pursuing methods for monitoring individual 
salmon stocks in the Copper River’s glacially occluded 

drainages, using passive radio tagging technology. 
System-wide escapement estimates are a starting 
point for sustaining a fishery; however, escapement of 
individual stocks could provide the means for a shift 
from system-wide to individual stock management. 
Additionally, NVE is pursuing the establishment of 

a coho salmon escapement and harvest-monitoring 
program on the Copper River Delta’s Ibeck Creek. 
Aerial indices suggest Ibeck Creek hosts the largest 
coho salmon population of all Delta tributaries; making 
it an important system for the commercial fishery, as 
well as the local subsistence and sport fisheries. 
Accurate escapement estimates will be attained using a 

weir. In-river harvest, catch and release, and participation 

demographics data will be obtained through a creel 
survey. NVE is working towards implementing this 
project beginning in the summer of 2016. 
Monitoring programs are crucial, given the changing 

environment, current ocean conditions, and the state 
of Alaska’s salmon resources. Continued long-term 
monitoring of our irreplaceable local fisheries allows 
biologists to track population fluxes. Each year that an 
escapement dataset grows, its associated confidence 
grows as well, making it an effective and necessary 
tool for management. NVE’s fishery monitoring 
programs continue to help ensure the future of local 
sustainable fisheries for all user groups. 

Eric Knudsen  and Kristen Gorman
Prince William Sound Science Center
eericknudsen@gmail.com 
kgorman@pwssc.org

Monitoring Our Local Salmon
Matt Piche
Native Village of Eyak
matt.piche@eyak-nsn.gov

Photo (left): Field crew work at a study stream on Montague Island.  |  Photo by D. Janka. 
Figure (above): Hatchery salmon life cycle.  |   Credit: Prince William Sound Aquaculture Corporation.

Photo (right): A tagged Copper River Chinook salmon being sampled by NVE biologists.  |  Photo by Brian Malloure.

Pacific salmon are anadromous, 
which means they are born 

in fresh water, migrate to the 
ocean, and return to fresh river 
systems to reproduce, or spawn. 

Salmon change color 
throughout their lifetime, 

particularly as they transition
from fresh water to salt water

and back again.
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Gulf Watch Alaska is the long-term 
ecosystem monitoring program of the 
Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council 
for the marine ecosystem affected by 
the 1989 spill. The current five-year, 
$12 million program began in February 
2012 and is the first increment of a 
program anticipated to span a 20-year 
period. The program encompasses 15 
ecosystem monitoring projects, plus 
data management, administration, 
science synthesis, conceptual 
modeling, and outreach projects. 
Over 40 scientists from 12 different 
organizations work collaboratively to 
monitor the ecosystems within the 
northern Gulf of Alaska and provide 
information and data products to 
the public, resource managers, and 
businesses.  All of the projects are 
tightly linked to the open water and 
nearshore food webs. In Prince William 
Sound, monitoring projects are focused 
on the relationships between forage 
fish and their predators and driven by 
environmental conditions.

Forage fish are small, schooling fish 
that are the prey species of larger fish, 
marine birds, and marine mammals. 
Changes in their abundance can have 
dramatic effects in marine ecosystems 
because much of the energy transferred 
from lower to upper food web levels 
passes through these species. Forage 
fish typically produce large numbers 
of offspring and have short lifespans—
factors that make their populations 
prone to large fluctuations in 

abundance, with associated impacts on 
predators that depend on them as prey. 
Understanding the drivers of forage 
fish abundance patterns over time is 
key to managing and conserving those 
species that depend on their various 
life stages for prey.  This includes 
animals such as whales, sea lions, 
seals, and marine birds, as well as 
economically important fishes such as 
salmon, pollock, and halibut.

In the years following the Exxon Valdez 
oil spill, Pacific herring populations 
in Prince William Sound  underwent 
a dramatic decline and have failed 
to recover despite the closure of 
commercial herring fisheries. John 
Moran and Jan Straley of the Gulf 
Watch Alaska program are trying to 
determine if predation by a humpback 
whale population that is rebounding 
after the end of commercial whaling 
has suppressed the recovery of herring 
populations within the Sound. Fall 
and winter are an important feeding 
period for humpback whales in the 
Sound. The whales may be eating 15 
to 20 percent of the spawning herring. 
This is similar to the quantity removed 
by the commercial fishery prior to its 
closure. While this level of predation 
is believed to be sustainable, many 
questions remain unanswered.  

The whales also feed on krill and 
other forage fishes, such as capelin, 
eulachon, and sandlance. Increasing 
whale populations may not only put 

pressure on their prey, but also on 
seals, sea lions, and marine birds that 
also eat these fish.

Ecological changes become apparent 
when examining patterns of abundance 
of marine birds and their prey. Marine 
birds have been monitored in the 
Sound by David Irons and Kathy Kuletz 
since the mid-1990s. During the 23-
year period of this study, several bird 
species that forage offshore and eat 
fish have declined, and some species 
that forage nearshore and eat snails 
and mussels increased. These results 
suggest that changes in the pelagic 
food web hindered the recovery of 
fish-eating birds in particular, while 
nearshore species do not appear to be 
affected by these changes.

The connectivity between predators 
and their prey is exemplified by 
monitoring species and understanding 
their connections to one another. Mary 
Anne Bishop’s collaborative work with 
the humpback whale, forage fish, and 
herring programs has helped us 
identify areas of high marine bird 
concentrations during the fall and 
winter. 

Notably, northeast Prince 
William Sound, Montague Strait, 
and the southwest passages 
are also areas where humpback 
whales concentrate. Similarly, 
Montague Strait is a known hotspot 
for killer whales. This suggests that 

in these areas environmental drivers 
such as currents and nutrients are 
creating consistent, favorable foraging 
conditions for  marine birds, marine 
mammals, and other predators.
  

Introducing Gulf Watch Alaska

Photo (above): Three examples of forage fish 
commonly found in Prince William Sound and the 
Gulf of Alaska (from top to bottom: Pacific sand 
lance, Pacific herring , and capelin.  |  Photo by 
Yumi Arimitsu, USGS. 
Figure (below): A simplified diagram of the 
connections within the pelagic food web pieces 
monitored under the Gulf Watch Alaska project. 
This figure highlights the potential for top-down 
control within the system, as well as the more 
prevalent bottom-up control. Bottom-up forcing is 
driven from environmental conditions influencing 
production of plankton, the source of food for 
middle trophic levels such as euphausiids and 
forage fish. 

Monitoring Pelagic Food Webs for Change
Photo (top): Pigeon guillemot forages on a Pacific 
sand lance. |  Photo by Tamara Zeller, USFWS.
Photo (middle): A humpback whale breaches in 
Prince William Sound. |  Photo by John Moran 
under NMFS permit 14122.
Photo (bottom): Like fingerprints, unique 
markings and distinctive trailing edges on the 
flukes allow researchers to recognize individual 
whales. |  Photo by Molly Zaleski under NMFS 
permit 14122 issued to J. Straley.
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From sea stars to sea otters, 
barnacles to black oystercatchers, 
the nearshore component of Gulf 
Watch Alaska is monitoring a 
suite of plants and animals along 
the northern coast of the Gulf of 
Alaska. Every summer during the 
lowest tides, a team of scientists 
can be found on their hands and 
knees, documenting the numbers 
and diversity of the algae and 
invertebrates (mussels, crabs, clams, 
etc.) that form the foundation of the 
nearshore food web.
The scientists also study the 

predators—sea otters, sea ducks, 
black oystercatchers, and others 
that rely on this narrow band along 
the coast. The intent of this work 

is to document change across years 
and identify differences among 
sites, in order to understand the 
factors that influence the nearshore 
environment and its health. 
The nearshore zone is of special 

interest because it was hardest hit by 
the Exxon Valdez oil spill in 1989. It 
also supports a variety of resources 
that are important for subsistence, 
commercial, and recreational use. 
This work is conducted throughout 
Prince William Sound, along the 
Kenai Peninsula in Kenai Fjords 
National Park, in Kachemak Bay, and 
on the Alaska Peninsula in Katmai 
National Park and Preserve, through 
the efforts of the Exxon Valdez Oil 
Spill Trustee Council, United States 
Geological Survey (USGS), National 
Park Service, University of Alaska 
Fairbanks, and National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration.

Tidewater Trends in 
Nearshore Ecosystems
Dan Esler
USGS Alaska Science Center
desler@usgs.gov

Photo (top left): A close up of the common acorn barnacle, one of the intertidal species 
being monitored.
Photo (bottom left): Monitoring intertidal rocky habitats in Prince William Sound using 
quadrants to determine the abundance of marine algae and invertebrates.  
Photo (top right): Sea otters, like this baby, are monitored to evaluate how and why their 
numbers and foraging habits change over time. |  Photos by Mandy Lindeberg.

Recent Climate Change 
in PWS Oceanography

The oceanography of Prince 
William Sound is not well known. 
Limited surveys were done in the 
1970s, but it was not until after 
the Exxon Valdez oil spill in 1989 
that the area received significant 
study. In addition to their ongoing 
surveys, researchers have been 
working to collate and archive 
measurements of temperature 
and salinity collected in the 
region, to see how it has been 
changing over time.
Analysis of temperature data 

from the central Sound for the 
period between 1975 and the 
present day (see fig) has revealed  
that temperatures vary by as 
much as six degrees F  from year 
to year. As well as that year-to-year 
variability, the trend over time in 
much of the Sound has been one 
of warming—about two-fifths of 
a degree per decade since 1975. 

There has also been cooling at the 
surface in the northwestern parts 
of the Sound, driven by melting 
glaciers. The years 2013 and 2014 
have been warmer than average, 
with record or near-record warm 
temperatures at depth. This 
likely reflects the generally warm 
conditions recently observed 
throughout the northwest Pacific 
Ocean.

Rob Campbell
Prince William Sound Science Center
rcampbell@pwssc.org

Figure (left): Temperature anomalies in 
central Prince William Sound from 1975 
to 2012. The anomaly may be thought 
of as the departure from “average” 
conditions. The bars are quarterly 
averages and roughly correspond to 
seasons (the black dots represent actual 
observations).  Red bars are positive 
anomalies (“warmer than average”), 
and blue bars are negative anomalies 
(“cooler than average”).

As humpback whale numbers increase 
dramatically in Prince William Sound, 
researchers are  wondering if whales 
use seabirds to show them where to find  
herring. Recent studies sponsored by the 
Exxon Valdez Oil Spill (EVOS) Trustee 
Council Gulf Watch Program identified 
Montague Strait, a major exit from the 
Sound to the Gulf of Alaska, as a hotspot 
for seabirds and humpback whales during 
the winter. Another EVOS study found 
previously tagged herring in Montague 
Strait during the same time period. 
Researchers think humpback whales may 
use seabird feeding activity as a visual 
cue to identify herring concentrations. 
Conversely, seabirds may key into 
humpback whale feeding activity to find 
fish aggregations. 
Researchers with Prince William 

Sound Science Center and NOAA are 
trying to understand the relationships 
between marine predator communities 
(whales and birds) and their prey. To 

do this,  we’ve been recording seabird 
observations during humpback whale 
and herring surveys, paying particular 
attention to seabird foraging flocks. 
Continued surveys will provide insight 
as to how marine predators locate 
prey aggregations and how predator 
communities impact the herring 
population in Prince William Sound. 

Fish, Birds, Whales—
They’re All Connected

Anne Schaefer
Prince William Sound Science Center

aschaefer@pwssc.org

Figure (below): Marine bird densities, September 
through March 2007–2014. White areas on the 
map were not surveyed; dark blue areas were 
surveyed but no birds were observed; the red 
circle denotes the area of high marine bird density 
in Montague Strait. 
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In the decades prior to 1990, there was a robust Pacific 
herring population in Prince William Sound. Not only 
are these forage fish a key link in the complex food web 
of the Sound, they once supported a lucrative early season 
commercial fishery that brought the communities of this 
region to life each spring. By 1993, that fishery had been 
closed and only briefly been reopened for two years. 
The current harvest of about 44 million pounds is small 
compared to the peak value of 330 million pounds, or the 
long-term average of about 143 million pounds. 
The cause of this fishery’s dramatic decline is still hotly 

debated. Was it the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill? Or could it 
be attributed to disease, climate change, predation, natural 
cycles, or some combination of these factors? While the 
reason for the decline is still undetermined, it is more 
important to understand what is preventing the surviving 
herring population from recovering.
Today, researchers from multiple institutions are working 

to determine why stocks of herring in the Sound remain 
depressed. With funds from the  Exxon Valdez Oil Spill 
(EVOS) Trustee Council (which oversees funds from a 
settlement by state and federal governments and Exxon), 
a group of research and monitoring projects were designed 
to improve predictive models of herring stocks through 
observations and research. This work is complementary 
to the Gulf Watch Alaska program, which examines other 
important environmental factors in the region.
Results from the Herring Research and Monitoring project 

have been written into two draft reports and submitted to 
the EVOS Trustee Council. They are now available to the 
public at www.pwssc.org/research/fish/pacific-herring. The 
2013 report focuses on examining the factors influencing 
survival in the herring’s first year of life. The 2014 report 
includes lessons learned since 2013 and draws connections 
between our knowledge of herring and the environmental 
conditions that may affect these fish.

What is Herring Research and Monitoring? 
Hayley Hoover

Prince William Sound Science Center
hhoover@pwssc.org

Winter is tough-going for young-of-year 
herring in the Sound. Food is scarce 
and the fish face a myriad of predators. 
Despite these challenges, many herring 
survive their first winter by storing energy 
as fat during summer and fall, when food 
is plentiful, and by living in habitats that 
provide refuge from predators. Ice cover 
in shallow bays during the winter may 
offer protection from eager birds looking 

for a meal. In 2014, scientists sampled 
Simpson Bay herring before and after 
ice breakup. Before ice breakup, trawl 
tows conducted outside of the ice edge 
contained few young of the year herring. 
However, after ice breakup, tows inside 
the ice boundary captured many more of 
these fish. This suggests that areas near 
the heads of bays that routinely get iced 
over are high-quality habitat for young  
herring. 

Survival Under the Ice
Sean Lewandoski
Prince William Sound Science Center
slewandoski@pwssc.org

Photo (top of page): Winter ice in Yale Arm of College 
Fjord in Prince William Sound.  |  Photo by Dave 
Janka.

Photo (above): Pacific herring roe on kelp.  |  Photo courtesy the Hakai Institute.
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Herring Growth and Ocean Conditions

Photo (top right): Juvenile Pacific herring are processed in the lab for 
energy content.  |  Photo by Kristen Gorman.
Figure (right): Food from the Gulf of Alaska leads to fish with greater 
energy stores.

It is generally believed that herring survive 
food scarcities in winter months by burning 
stored fat. This means that, as winter 
approaches, herring with low fat stores are 
at high risk of starvation. 
Starvation may be avoided if they are able 

to take in enough energy through feeding; 
however, little is known about their diets 
and foraging ability during winter. 
To assess the physical condition and diets 

of juvenile herring, investigators collected 
these fish in PWS each month from autumn 
2011 through summer 2012. 
As winter progressed, small herring 

burned through their limited fat stores 
sooner than larger herring did and foraged 
more as a result. The energy gained by 
winter foraging depended on the kinds and 
amounts of zooplankton—tiny, drifting 
marine animals—that herring fed on. These 
zooplankton prey were not the same quality 
from bay to bay. 
Herring in Simpson Bay had low-quality 

prey and high starvation risk by March.

Winter Survival
Fletcher F. Sewall
Auke Bay Laboratories
fletcher.sewall@noaa.gov

Every year since the 1970s, the Alaska Department 
of Fish and Game (ADF&G) has retained scales from 
herring caught during surveys. By imaging the scales, 
ADF&G was able to measure the growth during each 
year of the herrings’ lives. It turns out that herring 
growth is correlated to water temperature in July 
and August. When water temperatures are warmer, 
the herring grow more. Environmental data has 
been more difficult to find, but measures of diatoms 

and zooplankton collected in the Gulf of Alaska may 
offer clues about what is happening in the Sound. It 
seems that herring growth is weakly correlated to the 
zooplankton abundance. That is, the more zooplankton, 
the more the herring grow. 
Diatoms are also important, having fatty acids that 

are necessary for herring growth. Larval herring may 
be able to take advantage of the diatoms as a source 
of food, or they may be getting essential fatty acids 
from the zooplankton that eat the diatoms. Either way, 
early herring growth appears related to the amount of 
diatoms present in the spring.

Scott Pegau
Prince William Sound Science Center
wspegau@pwssc.org

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Photo	  1:	  This	  photo	  is	  of	  a	  scale	  from	  a	  4	  year	  old	  herring.	  	  Scales	  give	  researchers	  
an	  idea	  of	  the	  age	  structure	  of	  local	  herring	  populations.	  
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Photo (above): By studying this scale from a 4-year-old 
herring, researchers can get an idea of the age structure 
of local herring populations.  |  Photo credit ADF&G.

Researchers at the Prince William 
Sound Science Center have 
monitored winter body condition 
among juvenile herring during 
November and March for eight 
years. However, environmental 
factors that determine differences 
in winter body condition of herring 

are still not well understood. It 
turns out that the geographic 
origin of the food young herring 
consume may be an important 
factor in their body condition. 
Interestingly, herring that feed 

on zooplankton from the Gulf of 
Alaska are in better condition 

than fish that feed on zooplankton 
from the Sound. This suggests that 
water flowing into the Sound from 
the Gulf is a connection between 
the regions that may be important 
to the survival of juvenile herring.

Carbon and Energy Content
Kristen Gorman and Scott Pegau
Prince William Sound Science Center
kgorman@pwssc.org
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The attempt to understand ocean acidification 
(OA) in Alaska waters continues as new research is 
helping scientists recognize trends, and local people 
are looking for answers on how OA may impact 
their communities. Last summer, an armada of 
monitoring instruments, ranging from autonomous 
wave gliders (resembling yellow surfboards) to 
floating buoys, to instruments mounted on research 
vessels and tour boats, patrolled Prince William 
Sound and the adjacent Gulf of Alaska.  

This multi-faceted sampling approach was part of 
an effort to assess the multitude of environmental 
drivers that could be affecting OA levels—
temperature, depth, salinity, currents, and melt 
from the abundant glaciers surrounding the Sound. 

Millions of measurements were made over a 
4.5-month period of continuous surveillance. The 
major finding at this early stage of analysis was the 
occurrence of “hot spots” of very corrosive waters 

nearest to the glaciers that led, eventually, to 
corrosive tendencies in the open Sound water by the 
end of the season. These trends become less evident 
further offshore, where changes in corrosive water 
levels largely occur deeper in the water column 
over the continental shelf. The seasonal increase 
in glacial melt was key to causing these changes in 
surface water properties near shore, with the most 
corrosive water in many areas occurring in the fall.

 “The picture is complicated,” reported Wiley Evans 
from the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) 
Ocean Acidification Research Center and NOAA’s 
Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory. “We 
really relied on all of the monitoring techniques 
to start to understand the water dynamics,” Evans 
wrote. “These corrosive water masses move around 
and can’t be tracked by a single instrument.”

Experts estimate that the ocean is 25 percent 
more acidic today than it was 300 years ago— 

an increase that is traceable to rising levels of 
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) from fossil-fuel 
combustion and land-use change. Almost half of 
the anthropogenic CO2 remains in the atmosphere, 
but the ocean absorbs most of the rest, lowering 
the pH and causing seawater to become more 
corrosive. Alaska is particularly susceptible to ocean 
acidification due to its relatively shallow shelf seas, 
cold waters, high rates of primary production, and 
glacial melt. The corrosive properties of water with 
lower pH levels can be harmful to organisms (such 
as plankton, oysters, clams, and corals that form 
protective shells) and can threaten the survival and 
reproduction of these organisms.

Monitoring of OA in Alaska will continue 
throughout 2015, with ship-based surveys in Prince 
William Sound and a carbon wave glider in the 
Arctic. The effort is being led by Jeremy Mathis 
and Wiley Evans from the UAF Ocean Acidification 
Research Center and NOAA, with support from the 
Alaska Ocean Observing System (AOOS) and other 
entities. 
 
The Alaska community has been hungry for 

the findings. More than 170 people attended an 
OA workshop in December 2014 to discuss the 
latest research, policy implications, community 
perspectives, and potential impacts. Following 
the meeting, a number of organizations joined 
in a collaborative strategy to continue ocean 
acidification monitoring, beef up research on 
impacts, and initiate an Alaska Blue Ribbon Panel 
to look for ways to advance scientific understanding 
and recommend strategies for response. Among the 
parties involved are AOOS, the Alaska Center for 
Climate Assessment and Policy (ACCAP), Alaska 
Sea Grant, the Alaska Marine Conservation Council, 
Kachemak Bay Research Reserve, and UAF’s Ocean 
Acidification Research Center, and the University 
of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) Institute for Social and 
Economic Research. 

Ocean Acidification 
Research Reveals
Complex Dynamics

in the Water Column 

Photo (top left): While measuring properties of glacial outflow, 
NOAA scientist Wiley Evans holds up a vial of seawater.
Photo (below): A buoy at the mouth of Resurrection Bay near 
Seward collects year-round data on ocean acidification.
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See the physical, biological, and 
atmospheric characteristics of 
the Prince William Sound region 
come alive through AOOS’ Gulf of 
Alaska Data Portal.
The portal provides the ability 

to visualize different kinds of 
data on a single map—from real-
time sensor feeds and webcams 
to model forecasts, satellite 
observations, and habitat types. 
It also contains information from 
research studies pertaining to 

fisheries, plankton, oceanography, 
marine mammals, and birds. 
Want to fly the coast? You 

can now do that for the entire 
Sound, thanks to high-definition 
ShoreZone imagery and video. 
A searchable data catalog allows 
users to browse the available 
information. The portal is 
supported in partnership with the 
Gulf Watch Alaska, the long term 
monitoring program of the Exxon 
Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council. 

Make your own 
maps through the 
Gulf of Alaska 
Data Portal

Gulf of Alaska Data Portal:
data.aoos.org/maps/search/gulf-of-alaska.php

AOOS
1007 W 3rd Avenue, Suite 100
Anchorage, AK  99501  
907-644-6703  
www.AOOS.orgAlaska Ocean Observing System

Photos: The AOOS portal now includes shorezone 
video and images for the entire Sound, courtesy of the 
ShoreZone Alaska project. By clicking on a data layer 
called “ShoreZone media,” you can fly the coastline! 

Screenshots: Within the Gulf of Alaska Data Portal, 
you can zoom into areas of interest to access real-time 
sensor feeds, webcams, habitat information, forecast 
models, and more. The screenshots show real-time 
sensor stations and a wind forecast model for the region.

Real-Time 
Data at your 
Fingertips!

AOOS is the regional ocean observing system for 
Alaska. It provides observations, data, and 
information products to meet user needs.
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The ocean tends to form into horizontal layers, 
with warmer, fresher water layering over colder, 
saltier water. When on cruises, oceanographers 
aboard ships generally lower instruments into 
the water to collect information about  these 
layers. The oceans are very dynamic places, and 
sampling from ships is very expensive. Nowadays, 
it is possible to use devices called autonomous 
samplers that can stay out and collect information 
much more often and for longer periods than is 
practical with shipboard sampling.

Since 2012, oceanographers from the Prince 
William Sound Science Center have been working 
with a new type of profiling mooring in central 
Prince William Sound.  The Autonomous Moored 
Profiler (AMP) is a tethered robotic float that is 
able to raise and lower itself from about 200 feet 
to the surface every day. During its deployment 
in late spring 2014, it observed the setup of the 
annual thermocline—the layer of warm water 
that forms at the surface every year. It also  
observed a number of wind-driven productivity 
events,  in which winds mixed nitrates and other 
nutrients into the surface layer, which can lead 
to small blooms of phytoplankton—the single-
celled plants that live near the surface of the 
ocean. 

A Robot Profiler

Last year, the Alaska Ocean Observing System 
funded the collection of seawater for Dr. Ken 
Buessler’s Our Radioactive Ocean (ORO) 
campaign. No radiation was found in the four 
samples from Hinchinbrook Entrance or from 
any coastal Alaskan waters. However, ORO has 
detected trace levels of radiation from the 2011 
Fukushima Nuclear Accident elsewhere.
There are many different ways to measure 

radiation based on what’s going on with the 
radioactive substance versus how that radiation 
affects living tissues. To conceptualize the 
amount of radiation detected by ORO, let’s look 
at bananas, which contain traces of radioactive 
potassium. This all-natural radiation is harmless 
because toxicity is based on dose. One would 
have to eat 2,700 bananas every day for a year to 
increase their risk of cancer. The radiation from a 
dental x-ray is equivalent to 50 bananas.
During an oceanography cruise with 26 

sampling locations between Unalaska and 
Eureka, California (2200 miles), 1% to 11% of a 
banana was found at 11 of those locations. On the 
shores of Ucluelet, British Columbia (80 miles 
west of Vancouver), 9% of a banana was detected 
in February 2015.
Several independent groups, including 

scientists from University of Alaska Fairbanks 
and ORO, continue to monitor this incident. For 
more information, visit ourradioactiveocean.org 
and xkcd.com/radiation

Photo (left): The author poses with a seawater sample for 
the Our Radioactive Ocean campaign.  |   Photo by Rob 
Campbell.

Our (Not Very) Radioactive Ocean 
Caitlin McKinstry
Prince William Sound Science Center
cmckinstry@pwssc.org

In 2014, Gulf of Alaska Keeper (GoAK) 
continued the difficult task of removing 
Japanese Tsunami Marine Debris from 
Montague Island’s northeast shoreline. 
Cleanup work also occurred in the Barren 
Islands for the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee 
Council and along the Kenai Peninsula’s Gore 
Point region for  the Alaska Department of 
Environmental Conservation (ADEC). GoAK’s 
joint-venture partner Island Trails Network 
conducted cleanup projects on Afognak, 
Shuyak, and Kayak islands for ADEC. Together, 
they collected 250 tons of plastic debris 
from approximately 75 miles of high-priority 
shoreline. Debris densities on the worst beaches 
exceeded 20 tons per mile. 1,200 Super Sacks 
stuffed with tsunami debris are cached along 
island shores and another 600 are temporarily 

held in a Kodiak storage yard.  
Cleanup crews will continue working on 

Montague and Kayak Islands in 2015. In 
July and August of this year, GoAK will use 
helicopters and a large barge during a Japanese-
funded ADEC project to remove all of the 
cached debris. The debris will be shipped to 
Seattle for recycling. During the barge’s down-
coast passage to Seattle, it will support cleanup 
projects in Southeast Alaska and, possibly, 
British Columbia by removing and transporting 
their consolidated debris.   
   

Tsunami Debris Removal Chris Pallister
Gulf of Alaska Keeper
chris@goak.org

Photo (top right): Japanese tsunami marine debris along 
the shore of Kayak Island where, in just eight miles, 
cleanup workers filled and cached over 600 Super Sacks 
for later removal.  |  Photo by Andy Schroeder.  
Photo (bottom right): Some of the 400 Super Sacks full of 
JTMD and other debris cached on Montague Island ready 
for removal in July 2015.  |   Photo by Chris Pallister.

Rob Campbell
Prince William Sound Science Center
rcampbell@pwssc.org

Photo (above): Animals smaller than a grain of rice. This photograph, 
taken with the PWSSC’s new Leica microscope camera, depicts 
various types of microscopic marine animals collectively known 
as zooplankton in relation to a grain of rice. Clockwise from the 
top: a grain of rice, juvenile krill, copepod (Acartia longiremis), 
copepod (Pseudocalanus sp.), larvacean (Oikopleura fusiformis), 
jelly (Aglantha digitale), and copepod (Epilabidocera longipedata).|  
Photo by Caitlin McKinstry.

Photo (left): The Autonomous Moored Profiler is 
deployed in Prince William Sound. Mooring anchors 
were generously donated by the Alaska Railroad 
Corporation. |   Photo by Rob Campbell.
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Twenty-five years ago, during the 
Exxon Valdez oil spill, researchers 
began annually photographing 
shorelines in western Prince 
William Sound. Local citizens 
continued to visit and photograph 
the sites. When photos from all 
25 years are lined up, the year-to-
year differences are remarkable. 
In some years, the shore sites 
are nearly completely covered 
with rockweed and barnacles. 
In others, they are covered with 
mussels, and in still other years, 
they are almost entirely bare. 
These changes occur at intervals 
of three to seven years.
We don’t actually know what 

causes these changes. They could 
be due to year-to-year differences 
in oceanographic conditions 

or variations in populations of 
predators such as sea stars and 
grazers such as periwinkle snails. 
Regardless, it is important for 
scientists and citizens to realize 
that change is a normal part of the 
ecology of Prince William Sound 
shorelines. This change needs to be 
documented to help us understand 
the effects of oil spills and climate 
change. Annual site photos are one 
way to keep watch and keep track 
of that change. 
You may have a favorite shoreline 

that you visit every year. If you 
do, take a snapshot of some of the 
shoreline feature at low tide. Then 
compare the photos after several 
years. You may be amazed at how 
the marine life at that place has 
changed!

A Quarter-Century in the 
Intertidal Zone

Alan Mearns
NOAA

alan.mearns@noaa.gov

2010 Molly Moonsnail
and her pals have hidden

throughout this issue.
Can you find them all?

Molly Moonsnail

Monty Moose

Sebastian Sea Lion

Sandy Sandpiper

Wally Whale

Roger River Otter
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Photos (above): Smothered in mussels in the summer of  2010 and by large barnacles and 
rockweed in in 2013, this boulder on a beach in Shelter Bay has seen many faces over the past 
25 years.  |  Photos by Jon Houghton (2010), and Rob Campbell (2013).
Figure (above): Year-to-year changes in the cover of mussels on intertidal rocks at four sites in 
western Prince William Sound.
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SPONSORED BY
$2,000

Gulf Watch Alaska

$1,500
Alaska Ocean Observing System

$1,000+
Herring Research & Monitoring 
Prince William Sound Economic

Development District
Oil Spill Recovery Institute

Cordova Wireless Communications
Cordova Telephone Cooperative

$250
Auklet Charters

Alaska Good Time Charters
Cordova Historical Society and Museum

Stan Stephens Cruises

The 2015 Delta Sound Connections is proudly
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www.pwssc.org
300 Breakwater Ave 

P.O. Box 705
Cordova, AK 99574

 907.424.5800  

We are committed to 
understanding how one place 

on earth can maintain a 
reliable economy and natural 

environment for the long-term.

Welcome to one of the last best 
places—home of the world’s 

richest waters.

To support our work,
become a member at
www.pwssc.org/support

$200
Rogue’s Garden

$50
Pangaea Adventures

$100
Native Village of 

Eyak 

$25
Chenega Bay 

Hummingbird 
Project


